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Solutions for a Toxic-Free Tomorrow
Toxic chemicals in our food, water, and products are threatening our families, our climate, and our communities. But we have a vision and proven strategy for change. For the past two decades, we’ve empowered a grassroots movement and won major victories to protect environmental public health.
Today, with your help, we’ll continue to fight, find solutions, and Defend Our Health.




Defend Our food

We’re developing solutions to keep toxic chemicals out of the U.S. food supply — eliminating chemical contamination on farms, in factories, in food packaging, and during preparation.



Defend Our Water

By strengthening drinking water standards and expanding water testing programs, we’re ensuring that this most vital resource is safe for all to drink.



Defend Our products

It’s time to hold our government and corporations accountable and to tell them to keep toxic chemicals out of the products we use every day.



Defend Our climate

Toxic chemicals in plastic aren’t just polluting our bodies, they’re polluting our environment. Only systemic change now will put a stop to plastic pollution and slow climate change.






The Latest from Defend Our Health
Updates, news, and our stories.
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The Impact of Toxic Emissions on Respiratory HealthBreathing is so second nature to many of us that you may think less about how your respiratory system works and what constitutes a threat to…  Read more »
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Diane Wilson: The Fight Against Formosa Plastics CorporationDiane Wilson is an award-winning environmental activist and author. She has won numerous awards for her work in environmentalism, but initially, this was something she never envisioned herself doing.…  Read more »
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The Fight Against PFAS Contamination in TennesseeToday, we focus our sights on Tennessee in our ongoing series highlighting PFAS contamination issues nationwide. In 2019, the company 3M admitted that it had illegally…  Read more »


Driven by strategy.
Focused on solutions.
Powered by people.
Join us as we build coalitions, stand with the grassroots, and lead campaigns to enact positive change in government, corporate policy, the marketplace, and communities across the country.
1,400
Number of chemicals of concern that threaten the health of babies and children we identified in consumer products.

2,500
Number of Maine people we helped gain access to testing of well water for arsenic and other toxic pollutants

$10 million
Amount the paint industry was forced to pay to prevent lead poisoning of children and workers from old housing in Maine.
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Sign up for action alerts and updates!
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Defend Our Health is a proud member of MaineShare, which supports our work through employee giving programs.
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